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Abstract: A color-separation system that angularly positions color LEDs to 
produce color separation and a lens array to focus this light onto the pixels 
is proposed. The LED rays from different incident angles are mapped into 
corresponding sub-pixel positions to efficiently display color image, which 
can be used to replace the absorbing color filter in the conventional liquid 
crystal layer. In this paper, the prototype backlight has been designed, 
fabricated and characterized. The measurement results of this module 
showed that a gain factor of transmission efficiency three times more than 
that of conventional color filters efficiency improvement and a larger color 
gamut are expected. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, liquid crystal displays (LCDs) have been the most widely used apparatus in 
various applications as information display devices, such as computer, communication, and 
consumer electronics due to the thinner size and lighter weight. 

One problem facing current LCD is its low efficiency. The conventional color filter is 
made of dye material, which transmits the desired bandwidth of incoming white light and 
eliminates the remaining spectra to produce visible color such that over two-thirds of the 
energy is wasted [1]. In addition, the fabrication procedure of the dye color filter is 
complicated in constructing the RGB patterns onto the corresponding sub-pixel areas. 

Several approaches have been proposed to improve the light efficiency by discarding the 
absorption-type color filter in LCD system. One method is by using diffractive components. 
H. Dammann introduced a sandwich grating structure, which deflects three primaries (RGB 
colors) into different diffractive orders to spatially separate colors [2]. Another well-known 
color-separation approach is combining a blazed grating with a micro lens array. The grating 
separates the incident light into angular distribution according to the wavelengths, and each 
micro lens focus these angular components into positional distribution at the focal plane. 
Based on this concept, the hybrid refractive-diffractive element [3], the holographic 
component [4], or the fractional Talbot plane of the grating [5] were designed for the color 
separation in the LCD projector or the color image detector. To apply this concept in a LCD 
backlight [6–12], the design must fulfill two conditions in order to obtain a working device. 
First, the incoming light has to be highly collimated to reduce cross-talk after diffraction by 
the grating. According to calculation, the pitch of the grating has to be sub-wavelength 

(<500nm) structured while the divergence angle of the incident beam is +/− 4°. For LCD 
applications, no commercially available light guide can create such high collimated beam. 
Secondly, e-beam or interferometry has to be used to pattern sub-wavelength grating on an 
optical film or on top of a light guide. It is not suitable for mass production. Besides, although 
sub-wavelength grating can produce a single diffracted transmitted order with the other orders 
being recycled in the light guide for all colors, the total out-coupled efficiency is still low 
because of the absorption of light guide material during recycling. 

In order to overcome the above problems from using a grating to separate color, one 
method is utilizing light collimation from a point source and a blunt wedge light-guide to 
produce color separation [13]. In this study, which is an advanced design for previous 
research [11,12], we propose another novel structure that consists of angularly positioned 
color LEDs and a lens array to produce color separation. 

2. Backlight system 

Before describing our configuration, we review the role of the grating for display applications. 
The grating is usually used to separate the incoming light into primary colors with different 
angles. The obtained light rays then pass through a cylindrical lens array that properly 
redirects the colors to the pixels of the LCD [6–9,13], as shown in Fig. 1. 

In optics, a suitable arrangement of light sources can also perform the angular color-
separation as a grating does, if each LED is situated in a specific position to a collimated lens. 
A v-groove light guide plate and a cylindrical lens array are then used to convert the angular 
color-separation components to positional-separation on the LC layer. Hence, the proposed 
system can be divided into three modules: (1) the light source collimation module, (2) the 
light guide and (3) the cylindrical lens array, as depicted in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. For a backlight using grating to angularly separate color, a cylindrical lens array is 
usually adopted to form the color sub-pixels in the liquid crystal layer. 

 

Fig. 2. Color-separation backlight using a suitable arrangement of LEDs (a) Schematic 
configuration (b) Cross-section view. 

2.1 Light source collimation module and light guide 

In ordinary case, three color (RGB) LEDs are used as light source. Our starting point of the 
light source arrangement is the geometry sketched in Fig. 3. In order to reduce efficiency loss 
we can coat a reflector on the side of the light-guide. One drawback, however, immediately 
emerges. For example, part blue rays reflected from the side-reflector of the light-guide 
propagate along the angles of red rays. This causes a color-mixing effect that generates a 
magenta-green-magenta pixel structure on the LC layer. Another drawback is part of the light 
guide are not illuminated by the red LED, while the symmetrical part not being illuminated by 
the blue LED. 
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Fig. 3. An arrangement of R-G-B LEDs to a cylindrical lens performs the angular color-
separation, but induces asymmetrical illumination in the light guide and color mixing after 
passing the cylindrical lens 

An alternative configuration to solve the color mixing problem is illustrated in Fig. 4. In 
this new configuration, the positions of each LED can be designed in such a way to have the 
blue ray propagate along the normal direction while green and red will be reflected at 
respective larger angles. After being extracted from the light guide and passing through the 
cylindrical lens array, the light from opposite directions adds up generating a symmetric red-
green-blue-green-red pattern without color mixing. 

 

Fig. 4. A suitable arrangement of R-G-B-G-R LEDs to a cylindrical lens performs a feasible 
angular-color separation 

The collimation module determines the direction of the light extraction from LEDs. These 
angular-separated color rays are created by putting different color LEDs on the focal plane of 
a cylindrical lens. To achieve the proposed configuration above, the blue LED is positioned at 
the focal point, while the red and green LEDs are situated at off-axis distances of ± LR and ± 
LG, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(a). To have a higher light transmission rate, both the 
cylindrical lens and the LEDs are sandwiched between two reflectors, which provide a 
function of reflecting light that has escaped from the x-z plane. The relation between the focal 
length (f) of the cylindrical lens, the off-axis distance (L) of a LED position and the 
propagation direction of generated collimated rays (θ) is described by: 
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 tanL f θ= ×   (1) 

Since a LED has a lambertian radiation, one reflective cup for converging outer light from 
each LED is necessary. The reflective cup comprises an internal alumina-coated reflection 
surface for reflecting the outer light to the collimation lens. The reflective cup has a polygon 
shape. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the incident angles θ0 in the x-z plane measured from the normal 
of the collimation lens are estimated as follows, 

For rays without hitting the reflective cup: 

 
o i
θ θ=   (2) 

For rays hitting the reflective cup: 

 2
o j i
θ θ= Ω −   (3) 

in which θi is the emitting angle from the LED chip and Ωj is the inclination angle of jth part 
of the reflective cup. Considering each LED chip has a limited size, which would induce 
aberration, two ray-tracing simulation tools OSLO [14] and ASAP

TM
 [15] are used to optimize 

the geometrical parameters and mitigate the divergence of the incident light that illuminates 
the side facet of the light guide. 

 

Fig. 5. (a) A cylindrical lens is applied to generate collimated beams with color LEDs being put 
at different positions on the focal plane. (b) The propagation directions of rays are redirected by 
the reflective cup. 

By using a cylindrical lens with a focal length 56 mm and a 3.2” light guide with a v-
grooved patterned bottom reflector, the simulation shows that the angular distributions 
(FWHM, full width at half maximum) of the extracted beams from the surface of the light 

guide are: −16° ± 3° and 16° ± 3° for red rays, −8° ± 2.5° and 8° ± 2.5° for green rays, and 0° 
± 2.2° for blue rays (see Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6. Simulated distributions of the line pattern generated by our side emitting backlight, 
which is illuminated by a series of color LEDs on the focal plane of a cylindrical lens. 

2.2 Cylindrical lens array 

The array of cylindrical lenses to image the colors on the appropriate pixels has to match 
exactly the pixel structure of the LCD panel after extracting the light angularly from the light 
guide. The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 7. It generates a sequence of red-green-blue-green-
red pattern on the focal plane, which is designed as the liquid crystal layer of a display. 

 

Fig. 7. Geometry of the cylindrical lens array with respect to the pixels. 

The parameters of the cylindrical lens array related to the pixel structure and angular 
components from light guide are denoted in Fig. 7. In the case, the period of the proposed 
pixel was set to be 440um, which was composed of four sub-pixels, according to a 
commercial 26-inch display. To have a better pixel resolution or a smaller pixel size, usually 
the period of the cylindrical lens array can be directly reduced. The limit of the available 
highest resolution or the available smallest pixel size depends on many factors, including the 
cylindrical lens quality for collimation, the size of light source and the aberration from the 
cylindrical lens array. The width Dc of the cylindrical lenses thus determined the sub-pixel 
spacing Psub = 110µm of the display under the design that the angle between the green and 
blue rays is equal to the angle between the red and green rays (denoted by Φ = 8°). The focal 
length fc is therefore determined by the pixel spacing of the display and by the angular range 
of the colors extracted from the light guide according to the formula: 

 sub

c

P
 f

tan( )
=

Φ
  (4) 
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To reduce the aberration, the ray-tracing tool OSLO was first applied to calculate the optimal 
profile of the cylindrical lens. A radius of curvature 510µm and a refractive index of 1.595 
were therefore chosen to fabricate the cylindrical lens array (see Fig. 8). The best image plane 
is 610µm above the cylindrical lens array and has a range of ± 110µm without color crosstalk. 
The liquid crystal layer is corresponding to this best image plane. All parameters from OSLO 
are then substituted into ASAP

TM
 to analyze the system’s overall performance. The system’s 

color distribution shows a RGBGR sequence of stripes (see Fig. 9(a)). Its normalized intensity 
in between the lines almost approaches zero, which means a large color gamut could be 
expected (see Fig. 9(b)). 

 

Fig. 8. The analysis of the cylindrical lens array was by using OSLO with angular distribution 
of ± 16° for red rays, ± 8° for green rays and 0° for blue rays. The image plane without color 
crosstalk is between 610 ± 110µm from the cylindrical lens array. 

 

Fig. 9. Simulated results of system’s color distribution: (a) the footprint diagram, (b) the cross 
section of normalized intensity. 

3. Experimental results 

An experimental testing module of 3.2” backlight has been manufactured. The cylindrical lens 
array was formed on an 188µm thick PET film (T-A4300 by Toray Corp.) by using roll-to-roll 
UV–cured imprinting process. A roller cutter with the designed profile was first utilized to 
form a mechanically grooved structure on an imprinting Cu roller, as shown in Fig. 10(a). 
Then the UV resin was then distributed on the PET film, imprinted by the roller, hardened by 
UV source, and separated from the roller as shown in Fig. 10(b). A micro-scope photo of the 
cylindrical lens array is shown in Fig. 10(c). The reflective cups, the planar cylindrical lens 
and the V-grooved light guide have been fabricated by using ultra-precision machining 
technology. The working prototype is shown in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 10. (a) The roller is processed by a roller cutter with the designed profile. (b) The roll-to-
roll UV–cured imprinting process is applied to form a cylindrical lens array on a PET film. (c) 
A micro-scope photo of the cylindrical lens array, the pitch of each lens is 440µm. 

 

Fig. 11. The setup of the optical elements in the working prototype 

The drawing and the photograph of our optical experimental setup is shown in Fig. 12(a) 
and (b), respectively. To directly show the ray propagation, the light guide was illuminated by 
a side-lit collimation. Color LED rays from the focal plane of the collimated lens was 
collimated before coupling into the light guide. The cylindrical lens array on top of the light 
guide was then used to convert the angular-colored components into R-G-B-G periodical line 
pattern as the full-pixel array. To measure its optical characteristics, the CCD camera and 
spectroradiometer SR-UL1R for ultra-low luminance from Topcon Technohouse Corporation 
[16] were used to capture the line pattern and its color gamut. To determine color gamut, SR-
UL1R used a diffraction grating, relay optics, and a linear CCD sensor to measure the 
dispersed colorful light on the image plane of the cylindrical lens array. The light intensity of 
each color was converted to electrical signals and reported as derived colorimetric results. The 
CIE xy values were computed from the full array of spectral data using precision functions 
(standard tri-stimulus integrals) prescribed by the CIE. The accuracy of luminance 
measurements was down to 0.001 cd/m

2
. 
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Fig. 12. (a) The optical measurement setup for color-separation by the proto-type. (b)The 
prototype backlight illuminated by the color LEDs. 

The color gamut is commonly expressed as a percentage of NTSC to define the range of 
color that a system can reconstruct. NTSC is a color TV standard developed by the National 
Television System Committee and 100% of NTSC means the full range of color that can 
theoretically be displayed. 

The distribution of measured color pattern matched our design well (see Fig. 13.). The un-
illuminated spacing between each line is clearly visible, which reveals two merits of our 
system over the diffraction-based color separation methods [3–12]. First, most energy of the 
separated colors can pass through the liquid crystal layer without hitting the black matrix area 
in the TFT-LCD. Secondly, the primary colors can be clearly distinguished and overlap is 
significantly reduced. Several full pixels were measured to obtain the average color gamut, 
which was NTSC 85%, as shown in Fig. 14(a). The white dots represent the primary color 
points of the individual red, green, and blue LEDs (NTSC 128%). The spectrum distribution 
of the red, green and blue LEDs is shown for reference in Fig. 14 (b), with the peak values are 
638nm, 521nm and 446nm, respectively. The normalized cross section of the corresponding 
line pattern of Fig. 13 is also shown in Fig. 14(c). The intensity in between the line does not 
completely drop to zero, which is the main reason of color desaturation (NTSC 85%) from 
theoretical maximum (NTSC 128%). The theoretical maximum was achieved by directly 
using SR-UL1R to measure LED light sources. At the position of the green line, 
approximately 5% of the red and 1% of blue light is visible; at the position of the blue line, 
approximately 2% of the green and 1% of red light is visible. The effect of this can be 
obviously observed from the color point variation of the green in Fig. 14(a): the color point 
for green is shifted to (x, y) = (0.25, 0.68) from (x, y) = (0.15, 0.75) of the green LED. The 
color desaturation was mainly attributed to the Fresnel reflection between two media having 
different refractive indexes. To achieve a much better NTSC performance, an anti-reflection 
layer can be added on the surface of the optical component to reduce the reflection. The 
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scattered light from the rough surface of each optical component also induced non-zero 
intensity in between the color lines. The cylindrical lens used to collimate the incident LED 
lights and the V-cut pattern at the bottom of the light guide used to redirect the collimated 
light were both made on the lathe by a knife cutting process, and their roughness was around 
Ra 50~80 nm according to our pretests. Besides the cylindrical lens, which was achieved by 
the roll-to-roll process, also had a surface roughness R a 20~30 nm. The surface roughness can 
be further improved by tuning process parameters if necessary. Another issue is that the line 
spacing between the red and the green lines is smaller than that between the green and the 
blue lines in Fig. 14(c), which deviates from the simulation shown in Fig. 9(a). The quantity 
of deviation depends on the position, where the experimental image was captured. 

 

Fig. 13. Photograph of periodic line pattern of the module captured by a CCD camera 

 

Fig. 14. (a) Color points in CIE x y space, created by sampling the line pattern in Fig. 13. The 

white points indicate the color points of the individual LEDs and the white-line triangle shows 
the gamut of a common liquid crystal display. (b) Spectra of used red, green and blue LED. (c) 
Cross-sections of normalized intensity generated by the prototype. 

4. Conclusion 

A prototype of the color separation backlight module was fabricated and demonstrated. The 
color LEDs’ light was collimated to generate angular-colored components in the light guide 
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before a cylindrical lens array transferring these components into RGBGR line pattern as the 
full pixel array. Our backlight has the potential to replace the absorbing-type color filter (dye-
gelatin and dielectric film, etc) for LCD applications, since the power efficiency is fully 
utilized instead of being absorbed in producing colors. The NTSC color gamut is also as high 
as 85%, which is comparable to a LED-based display. Besides, all optical elements, including 
the cylindrical lens, the V-grooved light guide and the cylindrical lens array, were fabricated 
by using the conventional ultra-precision processes, which were low-cost mass production 
technologies. 
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